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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
AllTerra Arms Announces Unprecedented Guarantee 
 

The bolt-action rifle company's unconditional, money-back accuracy guarantee leads 
the industry. 

 
December 2, 2021 - Boise, Idaho… AllTerra Arms is an Idaho-based manufacturer of 
precision bolt-action rifles with exclusive technologies. Their patented Bolt-to-Bore 
Alignment™, Dual-Lock Barrel Seat™ and .0005" machining tolerances create a rifle so 
accurate that AllTerra Arms stands behind every firearm with never-before-seen 
promises. 
 
For accuracy, AllTerra Arms guarantees their rifles will shoot sub .25” 3-shot groups 
with their custom hand loads; and will shoot sub .5” 3-shot groups with premium factory 
ammunition. "That's bench-rest accuracy from a nimble, fast-action hunting rifle," 
reports Mike Schwiebert, AllTerra's Chief Marketing Officer. 
 
Moreover, because of AllTerra's bolt-to-bore concentricity and the resulting ballistic 
harmonics achieved, they guarantee no significant change in accuracy or point of 
impact when shooting different bullet weights. 
 
AllTerra Arms also guarantees their rifles will cycle in all conditions and never foul. They 
achieve this confidence through another patented technology called No-Fail Cycling™ 
which employs relaxed design tolerances between the bolt and receiver when working 
the action. When a cartridge is chambered, patented conical lugs engage a unique 
elliptical raceway, so the surfaces literally “self-clean” with every cycle and lock down to 
bench-rest tolerances. 
 
If an AllTerra Arms customer is ever dissatisfied in his/her rifle's performance within 90 
days from delivery, they may return it for a replacement or a full refund on rifles in 
original factory condition (no alterations or modifications) that include all accessories 
that came with it from the manufacturer (scope, mounts, case, bipod, ammunition, etc.). 
Any alterations or repairs done by anyone other than AllTerra Arms' service department 
will void the guarantee. 
 



With each rifle purchase, AllTerra Arms provides customers with premium factory load 
data and/or custom loads that meet their accuracy guarantee. "Our goal is to have the 
best customer service in the industry so hunters and shooters can enjoy epic 
experiences with their AllTerra Arms rifle," says Schwiebert. 
 
To learn more about the reasons for AllTerra Arms’ unprecedented money-back 
guarantee, visit https://www.allterraarms.com/the-allterra-difference-short-story/. 
Customers are also invited to call the rifle maker any time at 208-608-5179. 
 
AllTerra Arms is dedicated to providing shooters and hunters with patented rifle 
technology for unprecedented, guaranteed long-range accuracy and a premium 
shooting experience. Visit www.AllterraArms.com for complete details on all rifle 
models, specifications and to “Build Your Rifle.” For more information contact Mike 
Schwiebert, AllTerra Arms Chief Marketing Officer, at Mike@AllterraArms.com. 
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